Real-time three-dimensional echocardiographic evaluation of left ventricular systolic synchronicity in patients with chronic heart failure: comparison with tissue Doppler imaging.
To investigate the clinical value of real-time three-dimensional echocardiography (RT-3DE) for assessing of left ventricular systolic synchronicity. Thirty healthy volunteers and 62 patients with congestive heart failure (CHF) were enrolled. The SD of time to peak systolic motion (TDI-Ts12-SD) was measured with tissue Doppler imaging in 12 myocardial segments. The SD and maximal difference of the time to minimal systolic volume (Tmsv) between 16, 12, or 6 myocardial segments, expressed as a percentage of cardiac cycle duration, were measured with RT-3DE and labeled Tmsv16-SD%, Tmsv12-SD%, Tmsv6-SD%, Tmsv16-D%, Tmsv12-D%, and Tmsv6-D%, respectively. The Spearman coefficient and Kappa value were calculated, and Bland-Altman analysis was performed to investigate the correlation and agreement between the two methods. Tmsv values were compared with ejection fraction (EF). There was a moderately positive (p< 0.01) correlation between TDI-Ts12-SD and Tmsv16-SD%, Tmsv12-SD%, Tmsv16-D%, and Tmsv12-D% (r = 0.65, 0.64, and 0.65, respectively, with Kappa values of 0.66, 0.65, 0.72, and 0.74, respectively, p< 0.01). Tmsv16-SD%, Tmsv12-SD%, and Tmsv12-D% were significantly different between CHF patients with EF ≤ 35% and those with EF > 35%. RT-3DE can be used in patients with CHF to quantify left ventricular mechanical dyssynchrony. Tmsv12-SD% and Tmsv12-D% were the best indices of left ventricular systolic synchronicity in relation to the severity of CHF as evaluated from EF.